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Two options for retrieving gene expression information

Select a category (Field/Development
or Plant Hormone) for overall view of
transcriptome.

Detailed information on
samples in each data set
Select data set

Initiate search from aligned
loci in each chromosome

Enter keyword(s).
See ‘help’ for options.

Search genes located in
between two loci.

Initiate search from aligned
loci in each chromosome
Enter keyword(s).
See ‘help’ for options.
Search genes located
between two loci.

See P11 for search using “Os06g0275000” as keyword.
Analysis Tools (See P10)

See P4 for search using “MADS” as keyword.
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Tabular list generated by search options

Options for downloading graph
images, construction and download
of heat map for selected loci, and
downloading of sequence data.

Link to MSU
Rice Genome
Annotation

Link to gene expression
profile (P5)
Probe sequence ID for links to sequence
information of each probe. ID was assigned based
on the sequence alignment so that probes with
similar sequences have the same ID.

Mouse-over on a FeatureNum
opens a pop-up window for an
overview of expression profile

Locus ID opens a pull-down menu for direct links to
RAP-DB, SALAD DB and TOGO Browser for
information on annotation, genome-wide
comparative analysis of motifs, and genetic map,
respectively.
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Graph view for gene expression profile
Brief explanation on how to interpret
expression profiles.

Change graph format in tab mode.
Option for viewing expression profiles
to either scroll or tab mode.

Expression data in tabular format.

Expression profile in bar graph representing raw signal intensity

Expression profile Line graph representing normalized signal intensity
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How to read graph (one-color)
The expression profiles for each gene are shown as two graphs with an
image of each tissue and organ, thereby helping in understanding the
expression signature of a particular gene.
A bar graph represents raw signal intensity in triplicate for each sample

Replicate 1
Replicate 2
Replicate 3

A line graph represents normalized data of median value in triplicate.
An error bar indicates maximum and minimum values among replicates.
See P6 for details on normalization.

Maximum
Median
Minimum
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Normalization of expression data

75 percentile level

Each expression data is subjected to
(1) 75 percentile normalization, and
(2) log2 transformation.

Raw data before normalization

The expression level corresponding to 75% of
the distribution when all expression data are
arranged in increasing order.
Histogram of
signal intensity

After normalization

Adjust to the right

75
%

75
%

75
%
Adjust to the left
75
%

75
%

75％

25％

Expression
level

75 percentile

75
%
Data normalization is done by adjusting each
expression data to 75 percentile baseline.
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How to read graph (two color)
The expression proﬁle is presented in 2 graphs (Cy5/Cy3 ra-o (log2) and raw signal intensity.
Cy5/Cy3 ra<o (log2)

Raw signal intensity

Elapsed -me

Elapsed -me

Highest value among triplicates
Lowest value among triplicates

Log2 transforma-on

Treatment
(Cy5)

Control
(Cy3)

Median

Cy5‐1/Cy3‐1

1 2 3 12 3

Cy5‐2/Cy3‐2

Replicate

Cy5‐3/Cy3‐3
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How to read graph (Pictograph for RXP_4001)

Development sub‐dataset (8 samples)

■

Lateral root

Tissue‐type sub‐dataset (5 samples)
Matura-on zone_V
■
 Epidermis/Exodermis/Sclerenchyma

■

Lateral root cells
were excluded.*

■

 Endodermis/Pericycle/Stele
■

■

■
■

Cortex sample at Matura<on
zone_V was not used.**

Elonga-on and Matura-on zone_I
Root hair
■
 Epidermis/Exodermis/Sclerenchyma

■
■

■
 Cortex
■
 Endodermis/Pericycle/Stele

* For matura-on zones III, IV, and V, cross sec-ons without developing lateral roots were used to avoid contamina-on with cells at diﬀerent developmental stages.
** Cortex at matura-on zone_V consisted largely of aerenchyma (non‐living cells) and was not used for analysis.
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Construct a heatmap
Specify genes for heatmap construction from ‘All Select’,
‘Locus Select’ or ‘Feature Select’ options.

Select either ‘Customized ordering’ or ‘Clustering’ to construct a heatmap
For customized ordering, genes can be rearranged by drag and drop.
To exclude any gene, uncheck the ‘locus feature ID’ button.
Select scale (max, 1/-1, 2/-2, 3/-3, 5/-5., 7/-7).
Enter a title (for example, MADS).
Download the heat map in PDF format.
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Analysis Tools
Correlation analysis to extract coexpressed genes based on
calculation of Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r values) of the
normalized signal intensities (log2) in each data set.
Both locus ID and accession number can be used as a query.

Correlation search option provides a tabular list of genes in descending
order of r values, with the corresponding locus ID, feature number,
accession number, probe sequence ID, and description.

T-test and Fold change (FC) analysis
tools extract genes with significant
difference in expression levels between
two samples

Any two samples can be compared to get a list of genes, FC values,
and p-value in descending fold change order.
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Interface for an overall view of the transcriptome
Select other data
category.

Link to search page
For each data set.

Mouse-over on a data set icon
opens a pop-up window with an
overview of the expression profile.

Select other data
category.

The global interface enables users to get an overall view
of the gene expression profiles in ‘Field/Development’ or
‘Plant Hormone’ category.
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EXP_BLAST
This feature provides an op-on to explore the expression proﬁle
of a gene/genes with similarity to a query sequence.
Select a BLAST program (blastn, tblastn, and tblastx) to perform
homology search against coding sequence (CDS) of genes with
probes in the ‘Rice 4x44K Microarray’.

The search generates a tabular list of genes with
the corresponding descrip-on, score, and e‐value.

Details of the search result
for each gene showing the
alignment informa-on.
Expression proﬁle of selected gene(s) can be
accessed via global proﬁle search.
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